ANNEXURE A.2

A. Vergelegen Site Inventory: Heritage Core
Octagon
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.

1.

Name

Description

Age

VOC outpost

In 1700 Cape Governor WA van der Stel
obtained the grant of the farm Vergelegen.
It stood on the site of the second outpost
of the Dutch East India Company (VOC) at
‘Hottentots Holland’. The buildings were
laid out in 1686 on ‘mathematical lines’ by
the then Governor Simon van der Stel. This
paved the way for the subsequent grand
development of the farm by his son and
successor as governor.

17 C

Diagram of the octagon from the Contra
Deductie. The octagon was the core of WA
van der Stel’s complex. It comprised a
large double walled octagon yard with the
Herenhuis and boerenhuis at either end.
Extensive plantations and large
outbuildings surrounded it. Outcries from
settlers about the unwarranted ostentation
and other irregularities by the Governor,
eventually led to the recall of WA Van der
Stel and the confiscation of his estate by
the VOC in 1708.

18 C

Image from the Contra Deductie showing
the octagonal enclosure from the NE side
with the Herenhuis (manor house) towards
the back, and the Boerenhuis (farm house)
in front. On either side are the arms of the
double walled enclosure containing pens
for animals and an orangery in the centre.
Details of the various components of the
building are described in Fitchatt’s thesis.

Early
th
17 C

Octagon

GPS 34° 04’ 34.72” S
/ 18° 53’ 26.23” E

1a

View of Octagon
from NE

Significance
*

Photograph

th

Detail of Ottens map c 1690
showing Company lands at
Hottentots Holland
th

Herenhuis at the top and the
Boerenhuis at the bottom.

Herenhuis above and Boerenhuis
below

1b

1c

Octagonal walls

Site of Boerenhuis

th

Only the inner perimeter wall of the double
walled enclosure remains. At least part of
this was reconstructed by Sir Lionel and
Lady Phillips when they acquired the farm
th
in the early 20 C when an ambulatory was
established within these walls. (Fransen)
Archaeological report by Hennie Vos 2008
suggests that the octagonal walls were
built prior to 1700. The height of the walls
is evident on the inside.

17 th
18 C

On the NE side of the octagon stood the
Boerenhuis within the arms of the octagon
walls. The overseer of the farm, Jan Hartog,
lived here. No trace was found of the
Boerenhuis by UCT archaeologists 1990-92.
(See also item 6 NE entrance)

Early
th
18 C

Very high
A, Ar, H, Cx

Subject to
further
investigation

2

Site of Heerenhuis
and present
homestead
GPS 34° 04’ 35.48” S
/ 18° 53’ 26.18” E

The Herenhuis stood in line with the
present facade and side wings on SW side
of octagon. Instructions were given to
demolish the Herenhuis in 1709 but travel
accounts seem to indicate that this was not
fully carried out.

th

18 C
th
- 20
C

2a

Heerenhuis

The plain SW facade as depicted by WA van
der Stel in the Korte Deductie. It shows a
double storeyed building with three hipped
gables overlooking the camphor
plantation.

2b

Homestead
front SW facade

The present homestead is smaller than the
original Herenhuis, but in style and
proportion it is more typically Cape. The
rare double inward curving front gable was
added in the 1780’s (Fransen). Lady Phillips
and her architect, Percy Walgate, did major
renovations in 1925 that include side
wings. Much of the building fabric is from
this period. It was restored in 1992 by
Rennie & Goddard Architects.

18 C
th
- 20
C

2c

End gables

Four holbol end gables demarcate the
wings of the H-shaped house. The
courtyards have been filled in - on the east
side with a barrel vault. Theunissen is
accredited with building some of the end
gables though the holbol shape seems
earlier (Fransen)

Late
th
18 early
th
19 C

2d

Walgate
restoration

Diagram by Walgate showing Vergelegen
after restoration in 1925. It shows the
extensions to the homestead, the service
area to the east and the swimming pool to
the west. The wine cellar was converted
into a library and the cottages in front
were restored.

1925

2e

NE Facade
(octagon side)

The NE (rear) gable overlooking the
octagon is a copy of the gable of the Oude
Pastorie in Paarl and was added by
Walgate as part of the 1925 renovations.

18 C
th
- 20
C

th

th

The low wall supporting the pergola in
front is said to mark the back of the
original heerenhuis. The original NE facade
of the heerenhuis is depicted in the Contra
Deductie (see 1a).
A Zanzibar door obtained by Cynthia
Barlow during a cruise in 1950s is set into
the west side of the stoep.
2f

Homestead Interior

A focal point of the interior of the
th
homestead is a fine late 18 C glazed
yellowwood screen. Four rooms lead off
the central area, reflecting an earlier Hshape to the house.
While the boarded ceiling and heavy
stained rafters of the central area dates
back to the Walgate restoration, older
beams can be found in the side rooms.

th

18 C
th
- 20
C

Very high
A, Ar, H, S,
Lm, Cx

2g

Doors

Camphorwood was used in the ceilings and
in door panelling. Some of the single panel
doors with teak frames appear to be
originals and others copies.
(Rennie 1992)

2h

Period furnishings

For the tercentenary in 2000 the rooms
were refurnished to reflect various periods
in Vergelegen’s history. This room is
decorated with Anglo Indian pieces as well
as oriental porcelain. A camphorwood
armoire stand against the far wall.

2i

Interior Arts & Craft
features

20 C

2j

Homestead side
wings

2k

Exterior Arts &
Craft features

3

Guest wing

In his report John Rennie noted that the
corners of walls were coved in 1920s style
and that jib doors were added to gain
direct access from the side rooms into the
passage. Other features from the 1920s
include glazed brick-lined fireplaces, teak
internal shutters. The broad yellowwood
floorboards have a 1920s substructure.
(Rennie 1992)
Flanking the homestead are two wings
added by Walgate in 1925. The wings were
deliberately softened with sweeping thatch
and half hipped ends that did not compete
with the outline of the main house.
(Rennie 1992)
Nevertheless the wings display boldly
executed Arts & Crafts features include
period bulls eye windows, tall chimneys,
thatched low haunch-hipped gable ends,
Italianate ironmongery, wrought iron
bracketed rainwater goods and timber
joinery.
Except for the front gable window most of
the exterior woodwork dates from the
Phillip’s era with handsome detailing on
the main facades. (Rennie 1992)
The rain water heads were cast by
craftsman, George Ness and have Sir
Lionel‘s initials on them.
Located to the north of the homestead is
the guest wing which was originally
designed as a bedroom wing for Lady
Phillips. The courtyard on the SW side
contains a Venetian marble well-head
which the Phillips’s brought from their
previous homes.
This wing was converted into luxury
accommodation for company guests by
architects Rennie & Goddard (1992) and
included rooms in the loft. The Arts &
Crafts theme continued in the form of the
squared veranda colonnades and thatch
dormers.
Half-hipped thatch gable at the end of the
guest wing with fanlight above the front
door. Designed by Walgate (1925). There
had been a courtyard with bell tower on
this site as depicted by Trotter in 1903.

Early
20th C

3a

Guest suites

3b

End façade with
thatched gable

th

Early
20th C

Early
20th C

Early
20th C

High
A, Ar, H, Cx

Late
th
20 C

4

Double enclosure

On the west side of the octagon, close to
the guest wing, are steps leading to a
double enclosure. This is possibly the only
remnant of the outer walls of the octagon.

Early
th
18 C

High
H, Cx

th

4a

Nesting places

Within the double enclosure are a
swimming pool and a row of nesting places
for fowl at the far end. Similar nesting
places can be found in the cellar of Groot
Constantia manor house. (Walton)

18 C

5

NW side of octagon

Close to the double enclosure is a small
opening in the octagonal wall. This marks
the main entrance to the octagon in WA
van der Stel’s time when the main road
entered the octagon from the NW side.

18 –
th
20 C

th

High

Nowadays there is a NE entrance into the
octagonal garden. In front of it lies the site
of the Boerenhuis (see item 1a).

18 –
th
20 C

th

High

th

High
A, Ar, H.

GPS 34° 04’ 33.26” S
/ 18° 53’ 25.63” E

6

NE side of octagon
GPS 34° 04’ 34.08” S
/ 18° 53’ 28.05” E

7

SE side of octagon

In the corner of the SE walls of the octagon
is a small yard that seems to be a recent
addition. Trotter depicted a low ring wall
and gabled fowl run on this side of the
octagon in 1903.

18 th
20 C

7a

Entrance to service
area

The service area which was redesigned by
Walgate in 1925. The entrance is in line
with the original SE side of the octagon
when a road ran through the octagon from
north to south.

18 –
th
20 C

GPS 34° 04’ 36.68” S
/ 18° 53’ 27.43” E

th

Nowadays there is a driveway leading into
the service area. At the entrance are two
wrought iron gates on decorative cast iron
th
posts from the early 20 C.

th

7b

Drive way

Driveway with garages at the end, and the
chauffeur’s cottage to the right. These
buildings appear on Walgate’s plan of
1925.

20 C

8

Chauffeur’s cottage

Adjacent to the SE wall is a hipped thatch
roof cottage with Cape Revival casement
and sash windows. It was built for Lady
Philips’s chauffeur in 1925. The cottage has
buttresses on the outside wall.

20 C

Back view with contemporary styled late
th
20 century pergola overlooking an
enclosed garden.
The cottage is occupied nowadays by the
estate’s horticulturist and a nursery in the
garden is screened off by a hedge.

20 C

8a

Chauffeur’s cottage
–garden view

th

Medium
A, Ar, H.

th

th

Medium
A, Ar, H, Cx.

th

Medium

9

Homestead Offices

A row of rooms further up the driveway
were built as laundries in 1925. They
feature Cape Revival fenestration and
joinery and a hipped thatch roof. These
units now serve as offices for the estate’s
events manager and horticulturist.

20 C

10

Service wing

The service wing comprises a kitchen,
atrium and garden flat to the south of the
homestead. It is connected by a corridor
to the main house. Exhibitions on the
history of Vergelegen are to be found in
this corridor.
A south-facing wall, enclosing the service
wing, links up with the front facade. It is of
some age and was built well before the
Walgate restoration. On the east side of
the wall is a doorway with a path to the
library.

20 C

10a

South wall

A, Ar, H.

th

19 C

Buildings around the Octagon
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
11

Name

Description

Age

Library

This was the second wine cellar on the
farm. The T-shaped building with holbol
end gables was erected by MW Theunissen
in 1816. It was converted into a library for
Sir Lionel Phillips in 1925 and his collection
of books remains intact.

Early
th
19 C

GPS 34° 04’ 38.22” S
/ 18° 53’ 26.02” E

Significance
*
High
A, Ar, H, Cx

11a

Gabled front
entrance

The Neo-classical gable with fluted
pilasters and urns with ‘flick-up’ scrolled
wings. On the pediment is the date 1816,
when it was built by MW Theunissen. He
was also responsible for the Dutch
Reformed Churches in Somerset West and
Caledon.

Early
th
19 C

11b

End gables

The holbol shape was retained in the end
gables of this building. They are similar to
those of the homestead. Little has changed
since it was converted into a library by the
Philiips’s.

Early
th
19 C

11c

Library interior

The interior includes the original beams
and wide boarded ceiling of the old cellar.
When it was converted into a library, Sir
Lionel Phillips had an organ installed at the
west end but it was subsequently removed.
Sir Lionel’s initials feature in ornamental
metalwork designed by George Ness.

19 20th C

11d

Interior details

High quality Arts and Crafts period
insertions include glazed brick fireplaces
with heavy timber (teak) surrounds, fielded
panel bookcases and shelves, and
yellowwood flooring, all as part of the 1925
library conversion.

th

Photograph

11e

Back T-section

Spanish wrought iron gate brought from
the Phillips’s previous home, Villa Arcadia.
It screens off the T- section at the back of
the building which was lowered to
accommodate the Phillips’s large
tapestries.

12

Rose Terrace Board
Room

To the east of the Great Lawn is the Rose
Terrace board Room. The building with its
th
Holbol end gables dates from 19 C. It was
described by Walgate as derelict before
being renovated in 1925. The casement
windows in Cape Revival tradition but the
extended thatch overhangs to lower eaves
line is in English Arts and Crafts tradition.
Refurbished in 2013. Now used as a
boardroom. Boarded ceiling with heavy
rafters.

19 C
th
– 20
C

Cloak rooms completed in 2003. Designed
by architects Rennie & Scurr to match to
the adjacent boardroom building.

21 C

Thatched pavillion built by the Barlows in
front of their tennis courts. Currently a
service area for the picnics held under the
camphor trees.

Mid
th
20 C

Bell tower erected at the edge of the Great
Lawn by the Barlows and dated 1958. The
bell tower has stepped plaster mouldings
with flat parapet surmounted by twin
precast cement urns.
The bell inscription reads: ‘Brest Bell
1733’. It had previously hung at Vergelegen
but was given away by the Kerrs. It was
eventually returned by neighbours to thank
the Barlows for their help during a fire.
Haunch-hipped thatch roof structure with
central gable located on the north side of
the Great Lawn. It was converted by
Walgate from a laundry into a guest
cottage in 1925. Cynthia Barlow moved in
here in later life and wings were added. It
was converted in to a restaurant in 1993.
Walled graveyard with headstone of
Samuel Kerr, former owner of Vergelegen
who died aged 62 in 1905. It is located
under trees close to the chestnut Avenue
and opposite the NE entrance to the
octagon.

20 C

th

Low
Cx

19 C
th
- 20
C

th

Low

Early
th
20 C

Medium

12a

Interior of Board
Room

13

Rose Terrace Cloak
rooms

14

Picnic Pavillion

15

Bell tower

16.

Camphors
Restaurant

GPS 34° 04’ 33.70” S
/ 18° 53’ 22.27” E

17

Kerr graveyard

th

Medium
A, Ar, H, Cx

st

21 C

st

Low
Cx

Low
Cx

Cx

H, S, Cx

East complex
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
18

Name

Description

Age

Stables Bistro

The restaurant stands on the site of two
rows of stables built by the Barlows. A new
front facade joining the wings was added
by Rennie & Goddard in 1993. It was
converted into a restaurant and redesigned
by MLH Architects in 2012.

20 st
21 C

GPS 34° 04’ 36.91” S
/ 18° 53’ 31.07” E

18a

Interior of Stables
Bistro

Interior redesigned by MLH Architects in
2012. It is a U-shaped building with large
windows overlooking the East Garden.

19

Wine Tasting
Centre

This is a new building, standing at right
angles to the Stables Bistro that was
designed by MLH Architects in 2012. It
faces the herb garden but can be entered
from the parking lot behind.

GPS 34° 04’ 38.40” S
/ 18° 53’ 30.12” E

19a

Interior of wine
Tasting Centre

th

Significance
*
Low

Photograph

Cx

st

21 C

Low
Cx

A tree like sculpture in the entrance foyer
and large windows on the north side, link
the interior with the exterior and give a
sense of being in nature.

Archaeological excavations 1990-1992
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.

20

Name

Description

Age

Four outbuildings
on either of
Octagon

The Contra Deductie depicts mirrored pairs
of outbuildings outside the octagon: the
slave lodge and pietjieshok above, and the
mill and wine cellar below. In 1990 Anglo
American De Beers Education Trust funded
the excavation of these sites by Dr Ann
Markel and archaeologists from UCT 19901992. Foundations of three of the four
buildings were uncovered and revealed
that all had rows of piers down the centre
to support the unusually wide roof spans.
According to the Contra Deductie the
pietjieshok would have stood at the corner
of the Stables Bistro and Wine Tasting
Centre. It was not mentioned in the
subdivision of 1709 nor was archaeological
evidence found.

Early
th
18 C

Site of pietjieshok

th

18 C

Significance
*

Unknown

Photograph

21

Site of original
wine cellar

The first wine cellar to be built at
Vergelegen stood to the back of the library.
WA van der Stel is said to have produced
320 hectolitres of wine annually.

21a

Excavations at wine
cellar

Excavations at the wine cellar uncovered a
building 47.3m long. Blackened stones in
the corner marked where a brandy still
once stood. It was replaced by a second
wine cellar in 1816 (now the library, item
11).

22

Site of old mill and
stables

The ruin of the old mill is the only section
of van der Stel’s buildings that still stands.
th
The mill remained in use well into the 19
century but was in ruins when the Phillips
created a wild garden around it in 1925.

22a

Excavations at old
mill

23

Site of slave lodge

The excavated site behind the old wall. It
was originally 37.8m long and contained a
mill in front and stables at the back. In the
th
early 19 century the back section was
demolished and an overshot mill installed
in front.
The site of slave lodge is to the north of the
octagon. For conservation reasons all
archaeological sites were backfilled with
soil after excavations were done. They are
however cordoned off.

23a

Excavations at slave
lodge site

23b

Image of original
slave lodge

Buildings up river

18 C

th

High

18 th
19 C

th

High

18 C

th

High

The slave lodge was 38.4m long and
housed up to 200 slaves. It was remodelled
th
later in the 18 century and demolished
before slavery came to an end in 1838. Of
particular significance was the grave of a
slave woman found under the lodge floor.
Scientific tests were done of her remains
followed by a reburial ceremony.
Images like this from the Contra Deductie
enabled researchers to determine the
appearance of the original buildings at
Vergelegen. A model of the slave lodge was
made by Peter Laponder and is on display
in the homestead.
The Contra Deductie depicts a cluster of
buildings up river, north of the octagon.
These include a cross-shaped corn barn
with two round threshing floors, a brick
kiln further on and a tannery on an island
in the river.

24

Vicinity of corn
barn

The corn barn and associated buildings
were situated in fields north of the slave
lodge but no archaeological evidence has
been found. As yet undetermined site.

1700

Subject to
further
investigation

25

Vicinity of tannery

Because of the smell, the tannery was
situated furthest away from the complex.
The course of the Lourens River has been
diverted and the ground marshy so no
archaeological evidence has been found.
As yet undetermined site.

1700

Subject to
further
investigation

Criteria key:
A summary of criteria underpinning significance in terms of the definition of cultural significance set out in the Schedule (2(vi)) of
the NHRA as follows: aesthetic (A); architectural (Ar); artistic (Art); historical (H); scientific (Sc); social (S); spiritual (Sp); linguistic (L)
technological (T); landmark/focal element (Lm); and/or contribution to a fine built group, landscape or space (Cx).
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B. Vergelegen Site Inventory: Landscape elements
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
1

Name

Description

Age

Great Lawn
(view NE)

The Great Lawn lies to the west of the
Vergelegen homestead with a row of old
camphor trees in front of it. This was the
site of WA van der Stels camphor
th
plantation. During the 19 C the road ran
between the homestead and the
camphor trees with a ringwall alongside.

Mid
th
20 C

A, H, Cx

1a

Great Lawn
(view SW)

The Great Lawn was laid out by the
Barlows and has become the focal point
of events at Vergelegen. Around it are
various gardens and walks. The urn at the
far end marks the NE/SW axis of the
grounds.

Mid
th
20 C

1b

Great Lawn
(view north)

In the northern corner of the Great Lawn
stand the bell tower and mulberry tree,
with the old camphor trees and
homestead to the right.

Mid
th
20 C

2

Old camphor
trees

Five old camphor trees in front of the
homestead are remnants of WA van der
Stel’s camphor plantation. These five
trees were declared national
monuments in 1942 shortly after the
Barlows took over the farm. They are
now Provincial Heritage Sites.
The white mulberry tree stands alongside
the old camphor trees, a relic of WA van
der Stel's attempt to develop the silk
industry at the Cape. He took an active
interest in horticulture and wrote The
African Gardener’s and Agriculturist’s
Almanac while at the Cape.
On the east side of the great lawn is a
formal rose garden which was
established on the site of an old tennis
court. It was expanded, redesigned and
replanted in 2015 in an octagonal form
by OvP Landscape Architects.

Early
th
18 C

In front of the library are two elliptical
ponds and an avenue of cypress trees
dating back to the Phillips era. A
redwood stands near the front entrance
of the library.

20 C

A mass of hydrangeas bloom in summer
under the shade of oak trees to the side
of the library where the original wine
cellar stood.

20 C

Cinnamomum
camphora

3

Old mulberry tree
Morus alba

4

5

6

Rose Garden

Library Garden

Hydrangeas

Significance
*
High

Very high
A, H, Sc, Cx

Early
th
18 C

High
A, H, Sc, Cx

st

21 C

Medium
A, Cx

th

Medium
A, H, Cx

th

Low
Cx

Photograph

7

Camphor forest
Cinnamomum
camphora

8

9

Wetland walk

Camellia walk
Camellia japonica
Camellia Sasanqua
Camellia reticulata
Camellia oleifera

10

11

12

Old croquet lawn

Reflection garden

Old English oak
Quercus robur

13

14

15

Guest wing
garden

Swimming pool

Octagonal garden

th

Situated on south side of the Great Lawn,
is a young camphor forest reminiscent of
WA van der Stel’s camphor plantation in
this vicinity. Camphors were amongst the
plants imported by him from the Dutch
East Indies. The forest offers shade for
picnics here in summer.

19 C

The 'bog garden' is situated below the
Great Lawn and adjacent to the river. The
boardwalk was installed in 2003 and
meanders through arum lilies, ferns and
pools of water lilies.

21 C

On the west side of the Great Lawn is the
Camellia Walk. A vast collection of
camellias were donated by horticulturist
Jan van der Burgh. ‘Garden of Excellence
Award’ was received from the
International Camellia Society in 2010:
one of only two in the southern
hemisphere and only one in Africa.

21 C

The lawn extending in front of the
Camphors Restaurant is where the
Barlow family used to play croquet.

20 C

White garden with statuary and
reflection pools situated at the end of
the Guest Wing with the Camphors
Restaurant to the side. Restored in 2013
by OvP Landscape Architects.

Late
th
20 C

Said to be the oldest oak tree in South
Africa, it stands next to the white garden.
The van der Stel’s did much to promote
the planting of oaks at the Cape.

18 C

Situated within the arms of the octagon
is a private garden for guests with box
hedges and statuary. A doorway leads to
the swimming pool enclosure.

20 C

A swimming pool was built by the
Phillips’s in the double walled enclosure
on the NW side of the octagon. It was
one of the earliest examples of
residential swimming pools in the
country.

Early
th
20 C

An orangery stood in the centre of the
octagon in WA van der Stel's time. Large
camphor trees, planted by subsequent
owners, mark the passage of time.
When the Phillips’s acquired Vergelegen
th
in the early 20 C they transformed it
into an English country garden. The
garden was restored in 1990 with
herbaceous borders down the centre and
a rose garden to the side.

18 –
th
20 C

Medium
A, Cx

st

Medium
A, Cx

st

High
A, Sc, Cx

th

Low
Cx

Medium
A, H, Cx

th

High
A, H, Sc, Cx

th

Medium
A, Cx

Low
H

th

High
A, H, Cx

th

15b

Ambulatory

Although the ambulatory around the
inner walls of the octagonal garden dates
from the Phillips era, the pergola was
redesigned by Rennie & Goddard in
1992.

20 C

15c

NE/SW axis of
octagon

20 C

16

Chestnut avenue

View NE from the homestead across the
octagonal garden. The path between the
herbaceous borders lies on NE/SW axis
with bronze deer at one end and marble
urns at the other. The Phillips brought
these and other statuary from their
previous homes in England and
Johannesburg.
An avenue of chestnuts, almonds and
Turkish oaks laid out similar lines to an
avenue planted by WA van der Stel. It
also emphasises the NE/SW axis of the
octagon. Part of Ian Ford’s proposals in
1997.
In parklands surrounding the octagon
stands a large oak tree that was grown
from an acorn of King Alfred oaks at
Blenheim Palace. A plaque explaining this
connection was unveiled by Queen
Elizabeth during her visit in 1995.
A number of maple trees have recently
been planted near the mill ruin and the
entrance to a path to the river. The old
mill is a remnant of a water mill from
1700. The maple trees are another link to
the historic trade route via the Cape to
the East/ Asia.

20 C

The old swing bridge has recently been
replaced but has been a feature on the
farm for decades. It crosses the Lourens
River to the north of the octagon.

21 C

17

18

19

Royal oak park

Maple grove

Suspension
bridge
GSP 34° 04’ 30.95” S
/ 18° 53’ 19.85” E

20

21

22

Yellowwood trail
afrocarpus
falcatus

The yellowwood trail lies on a small piece
of land belonging to Vergelegen on the
west side of the Lourens River. It
contains various species of indigenous
yellowwood. A section has been planted
with camellias underneath the trees.

Old yellowwood
tree

In a separate cluster, encircled by
younger camphor trees, is a magnificent
yellowwood tree believed to be 400
years old.

Lourens River

The Lourens River lies on the west side of
the farm. Pathways meander along its
banks through wooded and open spaces.
A stream was diverted to the old mill and
slave lodge in WA van der Stel’s time.
(See inventory C Buffer Farm: item 18)

th

Late
th
20 C

High
A, Cx

th

High
A, S, Cx

st

21 C

Low
A, CX

st

Low

Medium
A, Cx

th

17 C

High
A, H, Sc, Cx

High
A, H, Cx

23

24

25

26

27

28

Old polo field

Herb & vegetable
garden

East Garden

Oak Arboretum

Children’s Play
Area

Parking area

th

Further east is a field that was previously
used by the Barlow family for playing
polo. The cordoned off site of the slave
lodge lies in the foreground.

20 C

The Herb and Vegetable garden lies to
the east of the octagon. It was realigned
with the new wine tasting centre and
Stables Restaurant in 2012. Box hedges
are laid out in an octagonal shape with a
sundial in the centre. A variety of herbs
and edible plants are grown.

20 C

Situated alongside the Stables
Restaurant, the East Garden incorporates
a maze of non-fruit-bearing vines as well
as 21 indigenous varietals of agapanthus.
Prize winning design of OVP Landscape
Architects.
An Oak Arboretum has been planted
beyond the east garden. A wooden
sculpture of an acorn marks the
beginning of this section. The Arboretum
is presently being extended with other
collections of trees– each avenue
reflecting an aspect of our heritage,
environment and agriculture.
An innovative Children’s Area with play
structures emulating the octagonal form
was built in 2012 as part of the East
Garden close to the Stables Bistro.

21 C

Situated behind the Stables Bistro and
Wine Tasting Centre is the main parking
area for visitors to the complex.

Low
A, Cx

th

Medium
A, Cx

st

Medium
A, Cx

st

21 C

Medium
Cx

st

21 C

None
Cx

None

Criteria key:
A summary of criteria underpinning significance in terms of the definition of cultural significance set out in the Schedule (2(vi)) of
the NHRA as follows: aesthetic (A); architectural (Ar); artistic (Art); historical (H); scientific (Sc); social (S); spiritual (Sp); linguistic (L)
technological (T); landmark/focal element (Lm); and/or contribution to a fine built group, landscape or space (Cx).
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B. Vergelegen Landscape Elements:
1. Great Lawn
2. Old camphor trees 3. Old mulberry bush
4. Rose garden
5. Library garden
6. Hydrangeas
7. Camphor plantation
8. Wetland 9. Camellia walk
10. Old croquet lawn 11. Reflection garden
12. Old oak tree
13. Guest wing garden
14. Swimming pool
15. Octagonal garden
16. Chestnut avenue 17. Royal oak park
18. Maples
19. Suspension bridge
20. Yellow wood trail 21. Old yellow wood tree
22. Lourens River
23. Old polo field
24.Herb garden 25. East garden 26. Oak arboretum
27. Play area
28. Parking area

C. Vergelegen Site Inventory: Surroundings: The Farm
Approach to Vergelegen
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
1

Name

Description

Age

Approach: Signpost

Signpost to Vergelegen on the corner
of Lourensford Road and Vergeglegen
Avenue. It marks the most westerly
point of Vergelegen farm.

20 C

This building stands diagonally
opposite the signpost. It is described as
a lodge on 1920 survey plan and served
as the gatekeeper’s cottage for the
Phillips’s.
Although outside the farm borders, this
tree-lined servitude road is owned by
Vergelegen. It starts at the corner of
Lourensford Road and leads to
Vergelegen’s main entrance. It also
provides access to the neighbouring
farm Morgenster.
On the east side of Vergelegen Avenue
but north of the Lourens River is a large
field used for parking for big events.
Open fields surround the heritage core
and set it apart from the working farm.
(See also Item 19. Urban edge)

19
th
/20 C

Vergelegen Avenue crosses a bridge
over the Lourens River. It was built by
Philips’s who needed a sturdier
concrete bridge for their motor cars.
The bridge was recently widened to
allow for foot paths on either side.
Although of no significance the bridge
forms a threshold in the approach to
the heritage core and its relationship
with the Lourens River.
Just beyond the bridge the road forks.
The road south leads to Harmonie and
the winery. There is a side or
tradesmen’s entrance that has an
unadorned guardhouse and pillars.
Close to this entrance is a group of staff
houses designed by Rennie & Goddard
Architects for Anglo American in 1992.
These houses are situated at the edge
of Harmonie and are occupied by staff
currently working at Vergelegen.
The main entrance road forks to the
east and passes through the main
entrance of Vergelegen with its new
gates, guard house and boom.

20 C/
st
21 C

th

None

21 C

st

None

Late
th
20

None

The guardhouse at the main entrance
to Vergelegen with the date 2005
above the door. It was built in a similar
style to the lodge on Vergelegen
Avenue.

21 C

GPS 34° 04’ 32.79” S
/ 18° 52’ 58.03” E

1a

Gatehouse
GPS 34° 04’ 33.80” S
/ 18° 52’58.07” E

1b

1c

2

Vergelegen Avenue

Erinvale field

Bridge

GPS 34° 04’ 46.46” S
/ 18° 53’ 04.61” E

3

Side entrance
GPS 34° 04’ 50.58” S
/ 18° 53’ 11.43” E

3a

Harmonie staff
houses

4

Main entrance

GPS 34° 04’ 46.67” S
/ 18° 53” 13.25 E

4a

Guardhouse

th

th

Significance
*
None

Medium
A, H, Cx

Medium
A, H, Cx

Medium
A,H, Cx

st

21 C

Low
Cx

st

Low
Cx

Photograph

4b

4c

Parklands to the
south

Old entrance gates

Over the bridge the road curves to the
east and offers an uninterrupted view
across meadowlands to Harmonie werf
and Rondekop in the distance

Low

Beyond the new entrance are the old
gate posts. An avenue of oak trees also
helps to screen off the historic core.
Oaks were used as fodder for pigs.

Low

A, Cx

A, Cx

Historical precincts
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
5.

Name

Description

Heritage core

(See separate inventory and plan:
A Heritage core)

GPS 34° 04’ 34.72” S
/ 18° 53’ 26.23” E
Elevation 91m

6

Intersection
GPS 34° 04’ 40.57” S
/ 18° 53’ 29.18” E

6a

6b

6c

Parklands SE

Road south

Cellar master’s
house

The entrance road crosses another
road which goes around the octagon
and heads south, passing Altona and
Harmonie on its way up to the winery
at Rondekop.

None

Beyond the intersection and near the
parking area is a view across another
meadow towards Altona to the south.

Low

The road to the south is marked by low
culvert walls with the outline of the
ringwalls of Altona and Harmonie in
the distance. At this point is a smaller
intersection before the road winds its
way up to the winery at Rondekop.
Close to the intersection on the road
south is a contemporary dwelling
where the cellar master lives.

Low

Altona werf
View of the Vergelegen head office
GPS 34° 04’ 53.55” S
/ 18° 53’ 41.44” E

8

Old Harmonie werf

Significance
*

View of the octagonal garden

GPS 34° 04’ 42.87” S
/ 18° 53’ 31.91” E

7

Age

(See separate inventory and plan:
D Altona & Harmonie )

GPS 34° 04’ 56.87” S
/ 18° 53’ 32.62” E

View of the Harmonie werf with the old
barn and dairy building.

A, Cx

H, Cx
th

20 C

None

Photograph

9

In a valley south of Altona is a cluster
of staff houses called Nuwedorp. These
facebrick houses were built by the
Barlows 1960-80 for their staff, some
of whom still live there.

20 C

th

None

Face-brick school built by the Barlows
1960-80 but no longer in use. It lies to
the back of Rondekop and overlooks
the old wagon road to the mountain
pass.

20 C

th

None

Name

Description

Age

New winery

Vergelegen’s third winery sits on top of
Rondekop with a 360° view of the
surrounding mountains. It was
designed by French architects Patrick
Dillon and Jean de Gastine and was
opened by Baron Eric de Rothschild of
Chateau Lafitte in 1992.

Late
th
20 C

Nuwedorp houses
GPS 34° 05’ 8.38” S
/ 18° 53’ 58.74” E

9a

Old Nuwedorp
school
GPS 34° 05’ 11.51” S
/ 18° 53’ 55.78” E

Mountainside
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
10

GPS 34° 05’ 13.79” S
/ 18° 54’ 38.54” E
Elevation 265m

Ar, T, Lm

10a

Aerial view of
winery

Photograph taken shortly after
construction shows the octagonal
shape of the winery. It lies on the true
north/south axis with fynbos planted
around it. Voted the best South African
winery 2003-2008 and New World
Winery of the Year in 2005.

Late
th
20 C

10b

Interior

Concrete structure expressed on the
interior. Constructed on three levels
and built 11m into the ground
facilitating gravity flow and low stable
temperatures. Vergelegen wines have
won several local and international
awards. It was named South African
Wine Capital 2016 because of the
quality of wines produced here.

Late
th
20 C

11

Rooiland Dam

Large 29ha dam situated below the
winery. A smaller dam is depicted on
this site in the 1920 survey plan. It was
described as ‘Lower Dam’ with
Jakkalsdrif nearby. Enlarged during the
th
late 20 C.
Flat roofed corrugated iron roofed
structure situatedat a distance below
Rooiland Dam.

20 C

This dam is connected to the Top Dam
but is possibly of later construction as
it does not appear on the 1920 survey
plan.

20 C

GPS 34° 05’ 51.37” S
/ 18° 54’ 38.12” E
Elevation 177m

11a

Pump house
GPS 34° 04’ 37.45” S
/ 18° 54’ 30.39 ” E

12

Middle Dam
GPS 34° 05’ 18.52” S
/ 18° 55’ 52.83” E
Elevation 242m

Significance
*
Medium

th

Low
Cx

Late
th
20 C

th

None

Low
Cx

Photograph

13

Top Dam

20 C

Name

Description

Age

Significance
*

Veepos ruin

Ruin of flat roofed stone structure on
the site of the Veepos (cattle post)
depicted on 1920 survey plan. It
formed part of ‘Republiek’ a large tract
of grazing land beneath the mountain
slopes acquired by Theunissen in 1816.
Derelict roofless silo situated below the
Veepos on the west side of the farm.
The silo is constructed of concrete
blocks and thus of modern
construction.

20 C

th

Subject to
further
investigation

20 C

th

None

Small building situated in the orchards
near the Lourens river in a cluster of
well established trees. Probably old
labourers’ cottages.

20 C

th

None

20 C

th

None

GPS 34° 05’ 24.05” S
/ 18° 56’ 09.42” E
Elevation 253m

14

th

Highest dam feeds into middle dam
below. Indicated on 1920 survey plan
as ‘Upper Dam’. It lies on the southern
border of the farm on a section called
Langekloof, a large quitrent farm
acquired by Theunissen in the 19th C.
Mountain club hut situated in the NE of
the farm close to the Landrosbosch
River which forms the northern border
of the farm. The building has a simple
pitched corrugated iron roof with
external projecting hearth and flue. It is
named after Cynthia Barlow’s second
husband, Kenneth Johnson, who was a
keen photographer and botanist.

Johnson hut

GPS 34° 03’ 21.51” S
/ 18° 57’ 21.28” E
Elevation 456m

Low
Cx

th

20 C

None

Farmlands
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
15

GPS 34° 03’ 53.95” S
/ 18° 55’ 55.14” E
Elevation 140m

16

Veepos silo
GPS 34° 03’ 58.18” S
/ 18° 54’ 34.64” E

17

Imibala stores
GPS 34° 04’ 13.19” S
/ 18° 53’ 59.50” E

17a

Imibala store

Similar building adjacent to 32. Both
with pitched zinc roofs. Outside toilet
close by.

18

Lourens River

High

19

Old kraal

The Lourens River lies along the NW
border of Vergelegen today. The river
ran through the centre of the original
WA van der Stel grant and featured in
the layout of the historic complex with
a stream diverted to the mill and slave
lodge.
(See Inventory B Landscapes item 22)
View from the yellowwood forest
towards Erinvale Estate with an old
kraal that was used for fertiliser store
under the trees.

20

Oak forest

Along the southern bank of the
Lourens River is an historic oak forest.
Known as Hutewald in German and
bosweide in Dutch they served as wood
pastures for pigs to be fattened before
slaughter. The acorns supplemented
fodder for animals. Such landscape
elements are now extremely scarce.

Medium

Subject o
further
investigation

Photograph

Criteria key:
A summary of criteria underpinning significance in terms of the definition of cultural significance set out in the Schedule (2(vi)) of
the NHRA as follows: aesthetic (A); architectural (Ar); artistic (Art); historical (H); scientific (Sc); social (S); spiritual (Sp); linguistic (L)
technological (T); landmark/focal element (Lm); and/or contribution to a fine built group, landscape or space (Cx).
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D. Vergelegen Site Inventory: Surroundings: Altona & Harmonie
Altona
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.

1

Name

Description

Age

1806 Military
survey map

Smart’s survey map of 1806 shows
Altona (Malan) and Harmonie (Brink)
lying opposite one another. The farm
Altona was acquired by Daniel
Jacobus Malan in 1805 with buildings
on it – possibly the two parallel
structures depicted on this map.

1806

Layout of Altona
werf

Enlarged detail from 1920 survey
map showing the ringwall and
buildings at Altona. One of the
parallel structure remains. The
buildings above and below have been
subsequently been extended.

1920

Altona Homestead

Altona homestead with hipped
thatched roof and parallel wings.
The structure is marked B on the
1920 survey plan and has probably
been altered over the years. Large
garden with swimming pool in SE
corner. Residence of Managing
Director.
Within the walled garden of the
homestead is a cottage that serves as
servants’ quarters. It has a thatched
roof with straight gabled ends and a
small portico on the roadside.

19 th
20 C

th

Subject to
further
investigation
– access
restricted

20 C

th

Subject to
further
investigation
– access
restricted

Squat T-shaped building with
thatched roof and buttresses at ends.
Gables with straight sides and round
ventilation holes in Cape Dutch
revival style. Does not appear on
1920 survey plan.

20th C

Subject to
further
investigation
– access
restricted

Flat roofed garage and storeroom.
This is shown as a large rectilinear
building in survey maps of 1806 and
1920.

Late
th
18 –
th
20 C

Subject to
further
investigation
– access
restricted

Portion of this building is marked C
on the 1920 survey plan and stands
at right angles to the buildings
identified above. According to
historical archaeologist Hennie Vos
th
this southern portion contains 18 C
fabric, albeit not readily apparent.
The building was converted into
offices and wings were added to the
north side 1990-2003. There is a
covered carport at the back.
Lime-washed ringwalls with
gateposts demarcate the NE side of
the Altona werf. Depicted in the 1920
survey plan.

Late
th
18 st
21 C

Low

GPS 34° 04’ 52.85” S
/ 18° 53’ 42.17” E

1a

Cottage

2

Cellar

GPS 34° 04’ 54.25” S
/ 18° 53’ 41.51” E

3

Storeroom
GPS 34° 04’ 53.41” S
/ 18° 53’ 41.06” E

4

Head office

GPS 34° 04’ 53.85” S
/ 18° 53’ 39.72” E

5

Ringwalls

th

19 C

Significance
*

Medium
H, Cx

Photograph

Harmonie
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.

Name

Description

Age

1806 Military
survey map

Smart’s survey map of 1806 shows an
H-shaped house and two
outbuildings with a road running
between them. Johannes Brink
became the first owner of this farm
in 1782. NB Depiction of Vergelegen
does not appear to be accurate.

1806

1920 Survey map

This survey map was drawn up when
the Phillips took ownership of the
estate. Detail of Harmonie werf
shows no sign of an H- shaped house.
One of the original out-buildings still
stands but two large buildings have
been erected at right angles it.
Ringwalls demarcate the north side
of the werf while gateposts indicate
old roadway on the west side.
The Harmonie werf / farmyard is
located approximately 200m west of
Altona. It became the centre of dairy
th
farming at Vergelegen during the 20
century and numerous buildings
were added without regard to the
layout of the old werf.
Rectilinear pitched roof structure
incorporating the remains of early
barn fabric at its southern end. The
1920 survey map shows an enclosed
yard on the east side of the barn
which was later partially enclosed.

1920

Harmonie werf

6

Old barn – now
farm workshop

GPS 34° 04’ 57.22” S
/ 18° 53’ 34.34” E

6a

Interior

Early period remains include
substantial plastered stone wall
fabric along part of the west side,
and heavy internal ceiling rafters still
coated with remnants of limewash.
Archaelogical findings of early
koffieklip wall construction. (Vos &
Clift 2012)

7

Old dairy or milking
parlour

This building dominates the werf and
appears on the 1920 survey map. It
was probably converted into a
milking parlour by the Phillips. There
th
are small early 20 C Cape Revival
central gables on the long sides, one
of which is curvilinear. The roof is
th
now corrugated iron on 20 C pine
lightweight trusses.
End gables of the dairy buildings are
th
th
straight sided with late 19 /early 20
C circular decorative cast iron loft
th
ventilators. Earlier 19 C wrought
iron ‘gordingbalk’ wall brackets
possibly suggesting earlier thatch
roof construction.

GPS 34° 04’ 58.68” S
/ 18° 53’ 33.49 ” E

7a

End gables of dairy

Significance
*

Late
th
18 th
20 C

Late
th
18 –
th
20 C

th

19 th
20 C

Medium
H, Cx

Medium
Ar, H, Cx

Photograph

7b

Old dairy interior

Loft floor construction reflects typical
th
th
late 19 /early 20 C high load
warehouse construction comprising
closely spaced and laterally braced
rafters supported on parallel spine
beams on unadorned cast iron
columns.

8

Dairy extension

Alongside the old dairy and behind
the square silo, lies an extension to
the dairy. It included a grain store
and pasteurising room with a gable
matching that of the old dairy.

20 C

9

Square feed silo

Adjacent to the NW end of the old
dairy. Squared to accommodate
rectangular feed bales. Pyramidal
corrugated iron roof.

20 C

Two silos with thatch roofs stand on
the east and west sides of the old
dairy. These landmarks are visible
from the entrance to Vergelegen.

20 C

Cottage to the back of old dairy
building which features in the 1920
survey plan. Contemporary
corrugated iron roof with raised
eaves and air vents.

Late
th
19 th
20 C

None

None

10

11

Round Silos

Dairy staff house
GPS 34° 04’59.56” S
/ 18° 53’ 34.01” E

th

None

th

Low
Cx

th

Cx

12

Vineyard shed &
storeroom

Below the staff cottage lies a modern
corrugated iron roof shed used by
the vineyard section. To the west
side of the cottage is a small
storeroom.

Late
th
20 C

13

Calf pen

Calf pen for the dairy. Stands in what
appears to be the yard of an older
building that appears on 1920 survey
map and is described below.

20 C

Dilapidated structure with
corrugated iron roof on timber
colonnade and plastered walls. It was
depicted on 1920 map as a
substantial building with a yard.
th
Remnants of 19 walls uncovered by
archaeologists 2008.
Three long sheds with corrugated
iron roofs stood on the hillside to the
SW of Harmonie. Recently
demolished

19 C

GPS 34° 04’ 59.18” S
/ 18° 53’ 31.40” E

14

Old shed behind
calf pen

GPS 34° 04’ 59.47” S
/ 18° 53’ 31.72” E

15

Cattle pens

Low

th

Low

th

Subject to
further
investigation

th

None

20 C

th

16

Training room or
old butchery

Flat roofed building with covered
verandah. Formerly the butchery but
converted into a training room.

20 C

None

17

Student house

Cottage with pitched corrugated iron
roof and lean-to verandah supported
on timber columns, one with
surviving decorative timber brackets.
Symmetrical twin chimneys. The
building terminates the northern
gateway axis aligned on Vergelegen.
An 1806 survey depicts an H-shaped
homestead on this site. It seems to
have been demolished as the 1920
survey plan shows the site to be
bare. This is curious given that the
present house is stylistically clearly
th
earlier than 1920. Late 18 /early
th
19 sherds of porcelain found behind
the house. (Vos & Clift 2012)

Early
th
20 C

Medium

GPS 34° 04’ 55.94” S
/ 18° 53’ 32.05” E

17a

Interior

18

Old ringwalls : west
entrance

18a

18b

19

20

Ringwalls: mounting
blocks

Ringwalls: North
entrance

Connecting road

Pack shed

GPS 34° 04’ 53.44” S
/ 18° 53’ 32.79” E

Ar, H, Lm,
Cx

th

Characterized by typical early 20 C
period features including fielded
four-panel doors with period
locksets, push plates and knobs,
moulded timber architraves and
picture rails, large pane double
sliding sash windows and four period
cast iron fireplaces with timber
mantles, three of the latter displaying
good surviving painted woodgraining. Suspended timber floor
now replaced with a solid floor.
On the west side is a closed-in
gateway with plastered pillars
th
supporting typical early-mid 19 C
stepped pyramid cappings.
Gatesposts are depicted on the west
side on 1920 survey map where a
road must have passed through.
South of these gateposts is a section
of ring wall that incorporates
th
surviving 19 C cart loading/horse
mounting blocks.

Late
th
18 th
20 C

Medium

Late
th
18 th
20 C

Medium

This is possibly the most original
section of the ringwalls. The 1920
survey map shows it cutting straight
across the north side of the werf.
Gateposts at the north entrance are
lined up with an old connecting road
to Vergelegen . (Vos & Clift 2012)
Low walled culverts on the
Vergelegen side mark the alignment
of this road which is on the same axis
as the student house and the old
dairy building behind it.

Late
th
18 th
20 C

Medium

Contemporary shed with ‘Big Six’
fibre cement roof on sawtooth portal
frames located on the north side of
the werf. 1920 survey map shows
that the ringwalls ran the length of
this building’s site.

Late
th
20 C

th

19 C

H, Cx

H, Cx

H, Cx

Low
Cx

None

21

Maintenance
offices
GPS 34° 04’ 57.96” S
/ 18° 53’ 36.21” E

Cape Revival house with twin gables
with circular air vents. Italianate
garden setting characterized by
cypresses.

Early
th
20 C

Low
Cx

22

Vineyard office
block

Contemporary corrugated iron clad
building previously used for stables

Late
th
20 C

None

23

Sheds

Two contemporary sheds aligned in
parallel.

Late
th
20 C

None

24

Financial
Manager’s house

Contemporary dwelling on hillside
above Altona and overlooking road
to winery.

20 C

th

None

Contemporary dwelling set back from
road to winery.

20 C

th

None

Contemporary dwelling set back from
road to winery.

20 C

th

None

GPS 34° 04’ 57.84” S
/ 18° 53’ 40.22” E

25

Vineyard
Manager’s house
GPS 34° 04’ 59.93” S
/ 18° 53’ 44.00” E

26

Commercial
Manager’s house
GPS 34° 05’ 00.00” S
/ 18° 53’ 47.02” E

Criteria key:
A summary of criteria underpinning significance in terms of the definition of cultural significance set out in the Schedule (2(vi)) of
the NHRA as follows: aesthetic (A); architectural (Ar); artistic (Art); historical (H); scientific (Sc); social (S); spiritual (Sp); linguistic (L)
technological (T); landmark/focal element (Lm); and/or contribution to a fine built group, landscape or space (Cx).
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D. Vergelegen Surroundings: Altona & Harmonie
Altona: 1. Homestead 2. Cellar 3. Storeroom 4. Head office 5. Ring walls Harmonie: 6. Old barn 7. Old Dairy 8. Dairy
extension 9. Square silo 10 . Round silos 11. Dairy staff house 12. Vineyard shed 13. Calf pen 14. Old shed 15. Cattle pens 16.
Training room 17. Student house 18. Ring walls 19. Connecting road 20. Pack shed 21. Maintenance office 22. Vineyard office
block 23. Sheds 24. Financial Manager’s house 25. Vineyard Manager’s house 26. Commercial Manager’s house

